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科学技術文献サービス 1997

since the first edition of who shall live 1974 over 100 000 students teachers physicians and general readers from more than a dozen fields have found this

book to be a reader friendly authoritative introduction to economic concepts applied to health and medical care fuchs provides clear explanations and

memorable examples of the importance of the non medical determinants of health the dominant role of physicians in health care expenditures the necessity

of choices about health at the individual and societal levels and many other compelling themes now in a new introduction of some 8 000 words including

new tables and figures fuchs often called the dean of health economists concisely summarizes the major changes of the past 37 years in health medical

care and health policy he focuses primarily on the united states but includes remarks about health policy in other countries and addresses the question of

whether national health care systems are becoming more alike in addition to reviewing changes the introduction explains why health expenditures grow so

rapidly why health spending in the united states is so much greater than in other countries and what physicians need in order to practice cost effective

medicine this second expanded edition also includes recent papers by fuchs on the economics of aging the socio economic correlates of health the future of

health economics and his policy recommendations for the united states to secure universal coverage control of costs and improvement in the quality of care

as was true of the first expanded edition 1998 this book will be welcomed by current students and life long learners in economics other social and behavioral

sciences medicine public health law business public policy and other fields who want to understand the relation between health economics and social choice

Merchant Vessels of the United States... 1976

this edition includes newly contributed and updated articles utilizing the latest research and studies in the areas of violence abuse and victims rights from

experts in the field it has a stronger focus on emerging issues and policies in the field of victimology than other comparable texts it utilizes the latest

research and studies in the areas of violence abuse and victims rights it focuses on the emerging issues and policies in the fields of victim rights and crime

prevention new 3 part organization with the more common victimizing crimes first followed by responses to victimizations and then newer issues and types of

victimizations in part 3 there is a new chapters on human trafficking and cyber crime there is a major expansion of the human services response and school

victimizations it is updated throughout with new data and research
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Merchant Vessels of the United States 1974

this book grows out of the optimistic view that mental retardation can be treated it views mental retardation primarily as a behavioral problem a child is

diagnosed as retarded primarily because he behaves in certain maladaptive ways not simply because he may have a chromosomal anomaly the contributors

view any intervention intended to produce adaptive changes in the behavior of the retarded as treatment the authors come from the fields of medicine

special education and speech and hearing as well as from psychology the book is intended to help students and workers in the field apply research findings

and theoretical formulations in their appraisal and treatment of mental retardation the primary emphasis of the book is empirical while many of the author s

suggestions have not been subjected to rigorous experimental scrutiny almost all have been derived from close examination of the research literature a wide

diversity of topics are included in this volume criteria employed were the relevance of the topic to the understanding and modifi cation of defective behavior

and the subject s popularity or neglect in other sources ameliorating mental disability will be of interest to medical officers in institutions for the mentally

challenged lecturers giving courses for teachers of the educationally subnormal and to psychologists social workers and teachers

Sources 1991

the correctional mental health handbook is the first book to offer a comprehensive overview of the services provided by correctional mental health

professionals for the various populations found in correctional programs and facilities edited by thomas j fagan and robert k ax experts with over 40 years of

correctional mental health experience this unique handbook is divided into three sections the first section provides a flexible model for organizing mental

health services based on staffing levels facility mission and local need the second section considers typical offender problems in many correctional systems

and how they are customarily managed the third section presents various clinical and consultative activities offered by mental health professionals within

correctional settings while the main audience will be correctional mental health professionals and academics involved with training correctional mental health

professionals the correctional mental health handbook is also an ideal primer for graduate students studying corrections in criminal justice programs for the

student preparing to enter the correctional mental health profession this indispensable text explains the general characteristics and treatment needs of

specific inmate populations including substance dependent offenders female offenders sexual predators and juvenile offenders
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Who Shall Live? 2011-07-18

discover the secret history of america s submarine warfare in this fast paced and deeply researched chronicle of adventure and intrigue during the cold war

that reads like a spy thriller blind man s bluff is an exciting epic story of adventure ingenuity courage and disaster beneath the sea this new york times

bestseller reveals previously unknown dramas such as the mission to send submarines wired with self destruct charges into the heart of soviet seas to tap

crucial underwater telephone cables how the navy s own negligence may have been responsible for the loss of the uss scorpion a submarine that

disappeared all hands lost in 1968 the bitter war between the cia and the navy and how it threatened to sabotage one of america s most important undersea

missions the audacious attempt to steal a soviet submarine with the help of eccentric billionaire howard hughes and how it was doomed from the start a

magnificent achievement in investigative reporting blind man s bluff reads like a spy thriller but with one important difference everything in it is true

OPA Price Service 1944

with words and pictures a railway enthusiast examines the huge changes in the british railway network over a 50 year period looking at trains in great britain

from 1970 to 2020 we see how steam age infrastructure has gradually given way to a streamlined modern railway the beginning of the period saw the final

stages of the beeching cuts with the closure of some rural branches and lesser used stations since the 1980s the tide has turned and numerous lines and

stations have joined or rejoined the network as for freight we see how the complex operations of the 20th century have been replaced by a far smaller

number of specialized terminals while marshalling yards in the traditional sense have all but disappeared and the long process of updating our railway

signaling has continued apace even though some semaphore gems have managed to survive into the 21st century this book looks at all the various changes

that have taken place in britain s railways since 1970 such things as freight stations closing and opening or re opening locomotive depots and signaling are

all covered in detail what makes this book so good is the number of photographs supplied by the author ranging from back in the 1970s to the present this is

a book worth having if you are interested in the infrastructure of britain s railways beautifully illustrated branch line britain an interesting and recommended

work west somerset railway association
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Index to Federal Programs and Services 1986

the purpose of this seven part handbook is to expand our knowledge of teacher education broadly by providing an in depth look at the most up to date

research on special education teacher preparation

The Edinburgh Gazetteer 1822

public concern over sharp increases in undergraduate tuition has led many to question why colleges and universities cannot behave more like businesses

and cut their costs to hold tuition down ronald g ehrenberg and his coauthors assert that understanding how academic institutions are governed provides

part of the answer factors that influence the governance of academic institutions include how states regulate higher education and govern their public

institutions the size and method of selection of boards of trustees the roles of trustees administrators and faculty in shared governance at campuses how

universities are organized for fiscal and academic purposes the presence or absence of collective bargaining for faculty staff and graduate student assistants

pressures from government regulations donors insurance carriers athletic conferences and accreditation agencies and competition from for profit providers

governing academia which covers all these aspects of governance is enlightening and accessible for anyone interested in higher education the authors are

leading academic administrators and scholars from a wide range of fields including economics education law political science and public policy

The Edinburgh Gazetteer, Or Geographical Dictionary ... 1822

vols for 19 include classified business directory of the entire state

The Edinburgh Gazetteer Or Geographical Dictionary ... With Addenda, Etc 1827

the publication of the red badge of courage in 1895 brought stephen crane instant fame at age 23 at 28 he was dead in the brief span of his literary career

crane enjoyed a significant measure of renown as well as notoriety but his reputation rested almost entirely upon his war novel and he felt that his talent had

ultimately been misjudged from his adolescence until his death crane was a professional journalist to this day most educated american readers know him
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only as the author of the most realistic civil war novel ever written three or four action packed short stories and a handful of iconoclastic free verse poems

crane was befriended and admired by some of the most important literary figures of his time such as william dean howells willa cather joseph conrad henry

james and h g wells he has also been called a realist a naturalist an impressionist a symbolist and an existentialist this reference book provides a more

complete picture of crane s short but furiously creative life and encourages a more extensive appreciation of his works the volume includes hundreds of

entries for members of crane s immediate and extended family close friends and associates educational institutions that he attended places where he

resided publishers and syndicates by whom he was employed literary movements with which he is usually associated and the works of fiction poetry and

journalism that he wrote thus the book shows that he was a pioneer in the development of a number of genres in modern american fiction and poetry that he

was the first literary chronicler of the burgeoning slums of urban america who refused to sentimentalize his materials that his western stories reveal the

steady retreat of the american frontier before the encroachments of a modern europeanized civilization and that his short stories and poems engage a

number of enduring themes many of the entries cite works for further reading and the volume includes a chronology and a bibliography of the most important

studies of his life and writing

Airline, Ship & Catering Onboard Services Magazine 1991

as of october 2008 liner shipping companies lose their privileged status under eu competition law due to withdrawal of the liner conference block exemption

which generously authorized horizontal price fixing and similar agreements between liner shipping companies where the liner consortia block exemption does

not apply all cooperative activity should be carefully and individually assessed under the competition provisions of the ec treaty alla pozdnakova has taken

this opportunity to research and write an in depth study of competition law problems in the liner shipping context her analysis is not only the first to examine

the new european regime and thus the most up to date study of the subject it is in fact the first major independent study of how articles 81 and 82 ec are

construed and applied to the market conduct of liner shipping companies in particular the author addresses the following legal questions does cooperation

between liner shipping companies infringe article 81 1 even if it does not entail hard core restrictions of competition can a cooperative arrangement between

liner shipping companies claim that the efficiencies they produce outweigh the negative impact on competition article 81 3 when do certain market strategies

of liner carriers become an abuse of a collective or individual dominant position article 82 does parallel pricing behaviour infringe ec treaty competition rules

systematically the author considers various market strategies of liner shipping companies and tests them as to their compatibility with ec treaty competition
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provisions in doing so she thoroughly analyses european commission decisions and judgments of the european courts applying them authoritatively to the

liner shipping sector in this way her book provides a well structured account that clearly identifies the legal issues that liner shipping companies are likely to

face once the special treatment traditionally allowed them is withdrawn a summary of current and prospective developments in eu competition regulation and

policy in liner shipping rounds up the analysis liner shipping and eu competition law will be a unique and powerful resource for practitioners and

policymakers as liner shipping companies restructure their agreements and market strategies to accommodate loss of the block exemption it is also sure to

become a definitive analysis of the legal identity of the liner shipping market sector under european competition law

Official Register of the United States 1909

this is the first comprehensive look at america s national park system an insider s tour covering the system and the national park service the agency

responsible for its care dwight f rettie former chief of the nps policy development office is uniquely qualified to address the state the problems and the

possibilities of the system which is comprised of millions of acres of land in more than 350 areas around the nation including historic sites battlefields and

recreation areas rettie agrees as many critics have claimed that the system is in disarray he proposes in detail stronger management operations clearer and

more stringent measures of personnel performance and training of park rangers to help them become professionals knowledgeable about the scientific

management and protection of resources for a concerned public as well as for policy makers and students of government this comprehensive analysis and

outline may provide hope and a future for the invaluable legacy that is our national park system

World Aviation Directory 1972

this book explores the virtues shakespeare made of the cultural necessities of servants and service although all of shakespeare s plays feature servants as

characters and many of these characters play prominent roles surprisingly little attention has been paid to them or to the concept of service a place in the

story is the first book length overview of the uses shakespeare makes of servant characters and the early modern concept of service service was not only a

fact of life in shakespeare s era but also a complex ideology the book discusses service both as an ideal and an insult examines how servants function in

the plays and explores the language of service other topics include loyalty advice messengers conflict disobedience and violence servants were an intrinsic

part of early modern life and shakespeare found servant characters and the concept of service useful in many different ways linda anderson teaches at
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virginia polytechnic university

Merchant Vessels of the United States ... (including Yachts). 1979

organisations are information intensive systems operating in dynamic and competitive markets structured around complex physical and political

infrastructures this book characterises the critical nature of these environments through strategies for business information technology management bitm

Victims of Crime 2013

Supplement to Merchant Vessels of the United States 1977-08

Ameliorating Mental Disability 2017-07-12

Correctional Mental Health Handbook 2002-12-02

Blind Man's Bluff 2008-03-04

Directory of Libraries in Canada 1993
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The Oil & Gas Directory 1988

Intermodal North America 1994

A Stephen Crane Encyclopedia 1997-10-28
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The Library Catalogs of the Hoover Institution on War, Revolution, and Peace, Stanford University 1969
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United States Civil Aircraft Register 1974
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Business Information Technology Management 2000-05-25
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